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INTRODUCTION 

This action challenges the constitutional validity of two 

vetoes executed by Governor Scott Walker to 2017 Wisconsin 

Act 59, the 2017–19 biennial budget bill.  With one veto, the 

governor moved the effective date of a legislative program 

from July 1, 2018 to July 1, 2078, six decades later.  With the 

other, by deleting two digits and a comma, he transformed a 

legislative moratorium set to expire on December 31, 2018 

into one that now ends in December 3018, a full millennium 

away.   

The issue in this case is narrow and novel.  While this 

Court has found that the governor may reduce monetary 

sums in appropriations bills by striking individual digits, it 

has never ruled that the governor may do so with respect to 

dates.  See Citizens Util. Bd. v. Klauser, 194 Wis. 2d 484, 509, 

534 N.W.2d 608 (1995) (“[T]his court has never discussed the 

conceptual ‘reduction’ of any other elements of an 

appropriation bill (i.e., dates, times, counties, cities, groups, 

etc.).”) (emphasis added).  Indeed, the governor’s own counsel 

has acknowledged that allowing the governor to strike digits 
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in order to reduce items other than dollar figures may be 

constitutionally problematic.  See Risser v. Klauser, 207 Wis. 

2d 176, 188, 558 N.W.2d 108 (1997) (citing statements by 

governor’s counsel at oral argument in Citizens Utility Board).       

This Court should not expand the governor’s partial veto 

authority to dates, particularly when that veto is used, as it 

was here, to vastly enlarge, and not reduce, the legislatively 

selected timeframe in question.  Neither of the governor’s 

newly created dates (July 1, 2078 and December 3018) are 

“part” of the original dates approved by the legislature (July 1, 

2018 and December 31, 2018).  Wis. Const. art. V, § 10(1)(b) 

(2019) (governor may approve appropriation bills “in whole or 

in part”).  Nor are the governor’s new timeframes “part” of the 

interval between the passage of the budget bill and the 

legislatively-designated effective dates of the programs at 

issue.     

Moreover, these two vetoes contravene the will of the 

Wisconsin people who in 1990, by constitutional amendment, 

made clear that the governor has no authority to create new 

words by rejecting individual letters in an enrolled 
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appropriation bill.  Wis. Const. art. V, § 10(1)(c) (“In approving 

an appropriation bill in part, the governor may not create a 

new word by rejecting individual letters in the words of the 

enrolled bill . . . .”).   

The slicing and splicing that the governor attempted in 

these two instances is forbidden by that constitutional 

amendment.  Thompson v. Craney, 199 Wis. 2d 674, 691, 546 

N.W.2d 123 (1996) (“[T]he intent [of a constitutional 

amendment] is to be ascertained, not alone by considering the 

words of any part of the instrument, but by ascertaining the 

general purpose of the whole . . . .”) (quoting State ex rel. 

Ekern v. Zimmerman, 187 Wis. 180, 184, 204 N.W. 803 

(1925)).  Any suggestion to the contrary elevates form over 

substance, in direct contravention of this Court’s express 

holdings that substance trumps form.  See, e.g., Citizens Util. 

Bd., 194 Wis. 2d at 507; State ex rel. Kleczka v. Conta, 82 

Wis. 2d 679, 704, 264 N.W.2d 539 (1978).   

By establishing a clear, bright line rule prohibiting 

partial vetoes of the sort at issue here, the Court can enforce 

the will of the voters who ratified the 1990 constitutional 
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amendment and sought to guarantee that crafty 

gubernatorial editing would not supplant the deliberative 

legislative process.  Moreover, it can eliminate the need for 

the legislature to spell out every single date in an 

appropriation bill exclusively with letters, which is a likely 

result if the Court sanctions these types of vetoes. 

In short, petitioners ask the Court to declare the two 

challenged vetoes unconstitutional and to restore the 

applicable sections of the budget bill as adopted by the state 

legislature.      

ISSUE PRESENTED  

May the governor, pursuant to his constitutional 

authority under article V, section 10 of the Wisconsin 

Constitution, as amended in 1990, reject individual digits and 

punctuation marks in a date set forth in an enrolled 

appropriation bill so as to create a new, later date that was 

never approved by the legislature? 

ORAL ARGUMENT AND PUBLICATION  

This case presents constitutional questions of 

significance to this state and its citizens.  As such, the Court 
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has already scheduled oral argument for this matter on 

April 20, 2020.  Petitioners urge the Court to publish its 

decision in this case.  

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

This is one of two cases currently pending before this 

Court that concern the governor’s partial veto powers under 

article V, section 10 of the Wisconsin Constitution.  See 

Bartlett v. Evers, No. 2019AP1376-OA (Wis. filed July 31, 

2019).1  The parties and amici in Bartlett have addressed the 

history of Wisconsin’s partial veto, and this Court’s 

jurisprudence on the topic.  Id.  Accordingly, petitioners will 

forego a lengthy exposition on those matters.   

Suffice it to say, after the introduction of the partial veto 

in 1930, Wisconsin’s governors used it sparingly until the 

early 1970s.  Citizens Util. Bd., 194 Wis. 2d at 491.  

Thereafter, governors on both sides of the political aisle have 

employed their partial veto power in a variety of ways that are 

                                    
1 In Bartlett, petitioners ask this Court to overrule State ex rel. Wis. Tel. Co. v. 
Henry, 218 Wis. 302, 260 N.W. 486 (1935), and Kleczka, 82 Wis. 2d 679.  If the 
Court takes that step, the partial vetoes at issue here cannot stand.  
Nonetheless, petitioners in this case do not need the Court to overrule those 
decisions in order to succeed.  Even if the Court reaffirms all its earlier partial 
veto decisions, the vetoes here still remain unconstitutional. 
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far afield from the framers’ original intent.  Nonetheless, this 

Court has, “for better or for worse, broadly interpreted that 

power.”  Id. at 502.     

A. The Digit Veto  

In 1971, Governor Patrick Lucey invented the “digit 

veto,” a technique involving the deletion of a single digit from 

an appropriation bill.  Id. at 492.  With the 1973 biennial 

budget bill, Governor Lucey effectively reduced a $25 million 

highway bonding authorization to $5 million by striking the 

digit “2”.  State ex rel. Wis. Senate v. Thompson, 144 Wis. 2d 

429, 459, 424 N.W.2d 385 (1988).  When the state Attorney 

General opined that the veto was unconstitutional because 

article V, section 10 did not give the governor the authority to 

“alter” an appropriation bill, but only to “approve or reject” 

appropriation bills in whole or in part, Governor Lucey 

backed down and instead vetoed the entire appropriation.  Id. 

at 459–60 (citing 62 Wis. Op. Att’y Gen. 238 (1973)).   

Fifteen years later, however, this Court disagreed with 

the Attorney General and held that Governor Tommy 

Thompson’s use of the digit veto with respect to a variety of 
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monetary figures in the 1987–89 budget bill was 

constitutional.  Wis. Senate, 144 Wis. 2d at 457; id. at 461 

(“We hold that a partial veto resulting in a reduction in an 

appropriation is precisely the sort of partial veto measure the 

governor of this state is authorized to take pursuant to art. V, 

sec. 10 Wis. Const.”).2  In that same budget bill, Governor 

Thompson also employed the “pick a letter” or “Vanna White” 

veto, deleting individual letters so as to create new words.  

This Court approved that approach too.  Id. at 437.3   

B. The 1990 Constitutional Amendment  

The legislature immediately grasped the significance of 

Wisconsin Senate.4  On June 30, 1988, just sixteen days after 

                                    
2 In the 1987-89 budget bill, the Governor made 16 vetoes in which he either 
reduced an appropriation by striking digits or eliminated the appropriation 
altogether.  Wis. Senate, 144 Wis. 2d at 456–57.  For example, he vetoed the “1” 
in a $150,000 appropriation for the Waste Reduction and Recycling Grant 
Program, thereby reducing that appropriation by $100,000.  Id. at 457 n.13.    

3 Governor Thompson was not the first to utilize the Vanna White veto.  In 1983, 
Governor Tony Earl partially vetoed a paragraph of five sentences containing 
121 words into a new, one-sentence paragraph of 22 words.  Richard A. 
Champagne, et al., Wis. Legis. Reference Bureau, The Wisconsin Governor’s 
Partial Veto at 15–16 (June 2019).  The legislature overrode that veto.  State of 
Wis. Senate J., July 12, 1983, at 299; State of Wis. Assemb. J., July 13, 1983, at 
302–03.   

4 As Assembly Speaker Tom Loftus commented at the start of the 1989 
Legislative Session, “Unfortunately, we are the first Legislature to serve under 
the Supreme Court’s decision that extended the Governor’s partial veto power to 
the point where the Wisconsin Governor is also a legislature. . . .  The Court’s 
majority eviscerated this institution and if we don’t adjust in this session, we 
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this Court issued the Wisconsin Senate decision, the 

legislature held a one-day extraordinary session to consider a 

constitutional amendment to the governor’s partial veto 

authority.  Richard A. Champagne, et al., Wis. Legis. 

Reference Bureau, The Wisconsin Governor’s Partial Veto at 16 

(June 2019).  Both houses passed the measure that same 

day.  Id.  

The amendment passed the next legislature in 1989 and 

was approved by the state’s electorate on April 3, 1990, by a 

two-to-one margin.  Id.  The amendment curtailed the 

governor’s partial veto powers by prohibiting him from 

creating “a new word by striking individual letters in the 

words of the enrolled bill.”  Id.      

C. The 2008 Constitutional Amendment  

In April 2008, following Governor James Doyle’s use of 

the partial veto in the 2005 biennial budget to create a new 

sentence by combining parts of two or more sentences, the 

citizens of Wisconsin approved another constitutional 

                                    
will have sealed the fate of future legislatures.”  Remarks by the Speaker, State 
of Wis. Assemb. J., Jan. 3, 1989, at 7. 
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amendment, banning what had been dubbed the 

“Frankenstein” veto.  Champagne, The Wisconsin Governor’s 

Partial Veto at 17 (noting that 71 percent of voters approved 

the amendment).  By doing away with that practice, the 

people of Wisconsin once again made clear that their governor 

should not be able to carve up and reconstitute a budget bill 

at his whim.  With the 1990 and 2008 amendments, the 

relevant veto provision in the state constitution now reads as 

follows:    

In approving an appropriation bill in part, the 
governor may not create a new word by 
rejecting individual letters in the words of the 
enrolled bill, and may not create a new 
sentence by combining parts of 2 or more 
sentences of the enrolled bill. 

Wis. Const. art. V, § 10(1)(c). 

D. This Court’s Partial Veto Jurisprudence  

This Court has analyzed the governor’s partial veto 

powers in eight decisions, the earliest of which was in 1935 

and the most recent of which occurred in 1997.  Champagne, 

The Wisconsin Governor’s Partial Veto at 9–10 (citing cases).  

None of those decisions addressed the type of vetoes present 

here.   
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The Court’s three most recent decisions are particularly 

relevant.  Wisconsin Senate, a 1988 case referenced above, 

involved a challenge to the validity of 37 vetoes exercised by 

Governor Thompson in the 1987–89 budget bill.  The 

petitioners contended that the governor had “no authority 

under art. V, sec. 10 of the Wisconsin Constitution to veto 

individual letters, digits or words, and has no authority to 

reduce appropriation amounts.”  Wis. Senate, 144 Wis. 2d at 

434.  In a 4–3 decision, the Court sided with the governor, 

concluding that “the governor may, in the exercise of his 

partial veto authority over appropriation bills, veto individual 

words, letters and digits, and also may reduce appropriations 

by striking digits, as long as what remains after veto is a 

complete, entire, and workable law.”  Id. at 437.5  As noted 

above, the citizens of this state swiftly dismissed the 

majority’s conclusion, approving a constitutional amendment 

                                    
5 Justice Bablitch, joined by Justices Abrahamson and Steinmetz, dissented, 
objecting to the majority’s approval of the individual letter veto.  See Wis. Senate, 
144 Wis. 2d at 466.  The dissent did not take issue with the “veto of individual 
digits to effect a reduction in an appropriation” as that power is “properly 
subsumed within the governor’s power to veto ‘in part.’”  Id. at 474.     
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in 1990 that curtailed the expansive veto powers endorsed in 

Wisconsin Senate. 

Seven years after Wisconsin Senate, in Citizens Utility 

Board, 194 Wis. 2d 484, this Court addressed a new type of 

veto, the “write-down” veto.  There, Governor Thompson had 

stricken an appropriation amount in the 1993–95 budget bill 

and written in a new, lower amount.  Id. at 489 (striking an 

appropriation of $350,000 and writing in $250,000).  The 

petitioners asserted that the governor had no authority to 

write in new appropriation numbers.  In another 4–3 decision, 

the Court ruled for the governor and upheld his use of the 

partial veto, finding that:  

[T]he governor, acting within the scope of his 
powers derived from Art. V, sec. 10 of the 
Wisconsin Constitution, may strike a 
numerical sum set forth in an appropriation 
and insert a different, smaller number as the 
appropriated sum.   

Id. at 504.   

To assist in its decision, the Court turned back to the 

dictionary definition of “part” on which it had relied in its very 

first decision after the passage of the partial veto amendment.  

194 Wis. 2d at 505 (citing State ex rel. Wis. Tel. Co. v. Henry, 
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218 Wis. 302, 313, 260 N.W. 486 (1935)).  That definition, 

from Webster’s New International Dictionary 1781 (2d ed. 

1934), reads (in part): “something less than a whole; a 

number, quantity, mass, or the like, regarded as going to 

make up, with others or another, a larger number, quantity, 

mass, etc.”  Id.  The Court determined that under that 

definition, and the “common sense” reading of the word 

“part,” $250,000 is “part” of $350,000.  Id. at 505–06.   

Moreover, the Court asserted that:  

[T]o accept the conclusion that the governor 
has the authority to strike digits from an 
appropriation bill, but not the authority to 
write in smaller digits, elevates form over 
substance in contravention of common sense 
and prior case law.    

Id. at 507.  The Court made clear that this power extended 

“only to monetary figures and is not applicable in the context 

of any other aspect of an appropriation.  Id. at 510.  In 

particular, the majority rejected the notion that the write-

down power might apply to the reduction of other elements of 

an appropriation bill so as to “create new entities, dates, 
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durations, percentages, distances, and more.”  Id. at 510 

n.18.6      

The most recent decision from this Court on the 

governor’s partial veto authority is Risser, 207 Wis. 2d 176.  

In that decision, the Court imposed limits on the “write-down” 

authority it had blessed in Citizens Utility Board.  The Court 

held that the governor’s write-down authority was limited to a 

“monetary figure which is an appropriation amount,” and did 

not extend to non-appropriation amounts.  Id. at 181.   

                                    
6 The dissent in Citizens Utility Board (Justices Abrahamson, Heffernan, and 
Bablitch) maintained that the majority’s distinction between appropriation 
figures and other parts of an appropriation bill was “hollow” and might 
ultimately be used by a future governor to attempt to create new “dates” and 
“durations”.  For example, according to the dissent, the governor might try to 
shorten an education project established for “2 years” to its component parts by 
striking “2 years” and writing in “8 months” or “30 days”.  194 Wis. 2d at 522–
23.  The majority rejected the dissent’s concerns as “completely unfounded” and 
emphasized that its decision was limited to reductions to monetary 
appropriations.  Id. at 510 n.18.   
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E. The Two Challenged Vetoes  

Petitioners challenge two vetoes in the 2017–2019 

budget bill.  Both of those vetoes dramatically rewrite 

statutory dates chosen by the legislature.   

1. The Energy Efficiency Revenue Limit 
Adjustment.  

The first of the two vetoes at issue involves Wisconsin’s 

school district revenue limits.  See generally Wis. Stat. 

§ 121.91.  Under Wisconsin law, school districts are limited in 

the amount of money they may raise from property taxes and 

other sources.  There are several exceptions to these limits, 

one of which is the “Energy Efficiency Revenue Limit 

Adjustment.”  See Wis. Stat. § 121.91(4).  The adjustment 

allows a school district to increase its revenue limits by 

adopting a resolution relating to amounts it has spent “on a 

project to implement energy efficiency measures or to 

purchase energy efficiency products . . . .”  See Wis. Stat. 

§ 121.91(4)(o).   

Section 1641m of the 2017–19 Budget Bill implemented 

a one-year moratorium on the adjustment, making it 

unavailable to school districts for 2018:      
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The governor exercised a partial veto of this provision, 

striking two numbers and a comma in order to transform the 

one-year pause into a one-thousand-and-one-year deep 

freeze.  For all practical purposes, the governor’s partial veto 

eliminated the Energy Efficiency Revenue Limit Adjustment.  

The veto looked like this:  

121.91 (4) (o) 4. Unless the resolution is 
adopted before January 1, 2018, subd. 1. 
applies only to a resolution adopted after 
December 31, 2018.  

Note that the governor could not have vetoed the entire 

Energy Efficiency Revenue Limit Adjustment.  That program 

was already part of state law at the time of the 2017–19 

budget bill.  Nonetheless, the governor used his veto pen to 

try to accomplish what was otherwise not possible.  

Effectively, the governor vetoed current law, something he has 

no power to do.  See Champagne, The Wisconsin Governor’s 

Partial Veto at 19 (discussing the rules for governors in their 

exercise of the partial veto power, one of which is that “[t]he 

governor may not veto current law.”).     
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2. The Private Label Credit Card Bad Debt 
Deduction.  

The second veto concerns the Private Label Credit Card 

Bad Debt Deduction.  Historically, in Wisconsin, retailers that 

extended credit to their customers could claim a deduction or 

earn a refund of state sales taxes when those customers failed 

to make good on their debts.7  By the 2010s, however, few 

retailers were still issuing their own private label credit cards.  

Instead, they were partnering with third-party lenders to 

extend credit to their customers.  So, for example, instead of 

Kohl’s offering a credit card of its own, Kohl’s would partner 

with Visa to offer a card.  To recognize this new market 

reality, 2013 Wisconsin Act 229 extended the retailer’s ability 

(e.g. Kohl’s) to take a tax deduction on bad debts to its 

financial partners (e.g. Visa).   

Act 229, as passed by the legislature and signed by the 

governor, was originally slated to take effect on July 1, 2015.  

However, in the budget bill for the 2015–17 biennium, the 

                                    
7 Retailers in Wisconsin are required to pay sales taxes on items sold within 30 
days of sale.  If a retailer is ultimately unable to collect that sales tax from the 
consumer, this program basically provides for previously paid sales tax to be 
returned to the retailer.    
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effective date of Act 229 was pushed back to July 1, 2017.  

Similarly, with the 2017–19 budget bill, the legislature again 

delayed implementation of the bad debt deduction by one 

year—to July 1, 2018: 

The governor found the one-year delay far too short for 

his liking and exercised a partial veto to extend that delay all 

the way until 2078, sixty years later.  The veto resulted in the 

following modified provision:  

[2013 Wisconsin Act 229] Section 6 (1) This 
act takes effect on July 1, 2017 2018 and first 
applies to bad debts resulting from sales 
completed beginning on July 1, 2017 2018.8 

As with the Energy Efficiency Revenue Limit 

Adjustment, the Bad Debt Deduction was already part of 

                                    
8 The editorial gymnastics required to achieve this veto are particularly extreme, 
in that the governor accepted and rejected digits that the legislature proposed to 
delete while also accepting and rejecting digits that the legislature proposed to 
create.  Here is the actual veto: 
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state law at the time of the 2017–19 budget bill, meaning that 

the governor could not have vetoed the program altogether.9  

His partial veto was his attempt to achieve that otherwise 

unattainable result (at least for the next six decades).  See 

Champagne, The Wisconsin Governor’s Partial Veto at 19 (“The 

governor may not veto current law.”).       

STANDARD OF REVIEW  

This is an original action involving the interpretation of 

the state constitution.  The issue presented is a question of 

law.  State v. Kerr, 2018 WI 87, ¶ 19, 383 Wis. 2d 306, 913 

N.W.2d 787 (“The interpretation and application of a 

constitutional provision are questions of law that we review de 

novo.”).     

ARGUMENT  

I. The Two Challenged Vetoes are Unconstitutional.  

With the two vetoes at issue, the governor purports to 

have harnessed a power about which physicists can only 

                                    
9 Governor Walker had the opportunity to veto the Bad Debt Deduction in full 
when it was enacted in 2013.  See 2013 Wis. Act 229.  He chose not to, signing 
the bill instead.  Several years later, however, with his partial veto pen, the 
governor effectively dismantled that very same program.  Such tactics are 
improper.  The governor should not be able to “reach through” an appropriation 
bill to amend a separate act, particularly one he previously approved.   
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theorize—time travel.  Through the creative use of his veto 

pen, the governor has rocketed forward statutory dates by six 

decades in one instance, and a full millennium in the other.  

But just as the “flux capacitor” in the 1985 classic Back to the 

Future is a cinematic construct, and not an actual time travel 

device, so too is the governor’s newly-invented veto 

technique.10  The Court should not give credence to the 

governor’s scheme.  Time travel is not yet possible, even for 

the governor. 

A. These Vetoes Are Unlike Any Vetoes This Court 
Has Ever Approved.   

In his veto message, the governor attempted to justify 

his two partial vetoes as “digit” vetoes.  See Governor’s Veto 

Message, State of Wis. Assemb. J., Sept. 21, 2017, at 434, 

450.  That is a predictable strategy in light of the fact that 

this Court has approved certain monetary “digit” vetoes in the 

past.  What the governor chose to call his vetoes, however, 

                                    
10 The “Flux Capacitor” is the core component of Dr. Emmett Brown’s time-
traveling DeLorean in Back to the Future.  Back to the Future (Universal Pictures 
1985).  
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does not change their effect.11  This Court must address the 

substance of the governor’s vetoes; it is not bound by the 

labels the governor employs in an effort to validate them.  

Substance, not form, controls.  See Citizens Util. Bd., 194 Wis. 

2d at 507 (“Simply put, to accept the conclusion that the 

governor has the authority to strike digits from an 

appropriation bill, but not the authority to write in smaller 

digits, elevates form over substance in contravention of 

common sense and prior case law.”) (emphasis added); 

Kleczka, 82 Wis. 2d at 704 (whether part of an appropriation 

bill is severable from the rest of the bill “must be determined, 

not as a matter of form, but as a matter of substance.”) 

(emphasis added).       

Petitioners readily acknowledge that this Court has 

found certain “digit” vetoes, involving monetary figures in 

appropriation bills, constitutionally permissible:  

Succinctly stated, the governor has the power 
to approve part of an appropriation bill by 

                                    
11 Abraham Lincoln summed up this concept aptly with the following question 
and answer:  “How many legs does a dog have if you call his tail a leg?  Four.  
Saying that a tail is a leg doesn’t make it a leg.”  See Matthew Algeo, Abe & Fido: 
Lincoln’s Love of Animals and the Touching Story of his Favorite Canine 
Companion 31 (2015); Walter Sinnott-Armstrong & Robert Fogelin, 
Understanding Arguments: An Introduction to Informal Logic 19 (8th ed. 2010). 
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reducing the amount of money appropriated 
so long as the number is part of the original 
appropriation.  This power stems from the 
right to reduce appropriations recognized in 
Wisconsin Senate and extends only to 
monetary figures and is not applicable in the 
context of any other aspect of an 
appropriation.”  

Citizens Util. Bd., 194 Wis. 2d at 510 (emphasis added).  The 

question here is whether that power extends to dates.  

Clearly, it does not.         

1. Dollars and dates are different.   

This Court’s previous decisions have emphasized that a 

“digit” veto is permissible—and greater veto authority exists—

in the context of monetary figures because article V, 

section 10 gives the governor the power to reduce 

appropriations.  Risser, 207 Wis. 2d at 181 (“We conclude 

that the Governor’s write-in veto may be exercised only on a 

monetary figure which is an appropriation amount . . . .”) 

(emphasis added); Wis. Senate, 144 Wis. 2d at 457 (“We 

conclude, consistent with the broad constitutional power we 

have recognized the governor possesses with respect to 

vetoing single letters, words and parts of words in an 

appropriation bill, that the governor has similar broad powers 
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to reduce or eliminate numbers and amounts of 

appropriations in the budget bill.”) (emphasis added).   

Even dissenting opinions have not quarreled with the 

governor’s authority to veto individual digits so as to reduce 

an appropriation, finding that authority “properly subsumed 

within the governor’s power to veto ‘in part.’”  Citizens Util. 

Bd., 194 Wis. 2d at 501 (quoting Wis. Senate, 144 Wis. 2d at 

474 (Bablitch, J., dissenting)).  This is because there is 

consensus that an “important rationale of the partial veto is 

clearly linked to expenditure reduction and fiscal balance.” Id. 

at 509; see also Risser, 207 Wis. 2d at 188 (citing to 

governor’s counsel’s statement during oral argument in 

Citizens Utility Board that “[A]t the core of the partial veto 

authority are dollars.  That is the core; that is what the people 

were speaking to in 1930, the first amendment, and in 1990 

when it was amended again.”).   

In other words, this Court has blessed the “digit veto” 

because it comports with the central purpose of the partial 

veto—to provide the governor a role in keeping the 

legislature’s appropriations in check.  As this Court has 
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explained, “the governor’s authority [is] at its broadest when 

vetoing appropriation amounts.”  Risser, 207 Wis. 2d at 197.  

Correspondingly, in non-appropriation aspects of an 

appropriation bill, the governor’s powers are more limited.  Id. 

(rejecting governor’s argument that monetary sums that are 

“interrelated” with an appropriation (i.e. bonding authority) 

may be written down).        

While this Court has repeatedly discussed the 

governor’s authority to veto monetary figures in 

appropriations, not one of this Court’s decisions has ever 

directly addressed the use of a “digit” veto on the non-

monetary concept of dates.  Now that the Court is squarely 

faced with the issue, the result should be different, because 

dollars and dates are different.   

A monetary sum represents a quantity of money.  That 

quantity can be reduced by striking one of the digits from the 

sum.  For example, $500 becomes $50 simply by removing 

one of the zeroes in $500.  The remaining $50 is undeniably 

“part” of the original $500 under both common sense and the 

dictionary definition this Court has used since Henry.  See 
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Citizens Util. Bd., 194 Wis. 2d at 505 (citing to definition of 

“part” in Webster’s New International Dictionary 1781 (2d ed. 

1934)).       

The same is not true with dates.  Striking the “1” from 

March 21, 2020, for example, leaves March 2, 2020.  March 2 

is a different date from March 21 but it is not “part” of the 

original date in the same way that $50 is part of $500.  

Compared to March 21, March 2 is not “one of the portions, 

equal or unequal, into which anything is divided, or regarded 

as divided . . . .”  Henry, 218 Wis. at 313 (citing Webster’s).  

Nor is March 2 a “piece, fragment, fraction, member, or 

constituent” of March 21.  Id.  Stated another way, when the 

“1” is removed from March 21, March 21 is not “reduced” like 

$500 is reduced to $50 by striking a “0”.12         

                                    
12 If March 21 were viewed as the end of a statutory timeframe rather than as 
simply a stand-alone date, the governor might suggest that he should be 
permitted to “reduce” that timeframe by striking the “1” in March 21, as March 2 
is arguably “part” of the timeframe that ends on March 21.  The governor’s 
counsel disclaimed that position during oral argument in Citizens Utility Board, 
explaining that a reduction of a 15-day timeframe to a 10-day timeframe would 
“run into problems very quickly with the 1990 amendment.”  See Risser, 207 
Wis. 2d at 188.  The Court need not wade into those waters here, however, 
because the new timeframes created by the challenged vetoes are clearly not 
“part” of the timeframes established by the legislature.  They are six decades and 
a millennium later.   
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In Citizens Utility Board, for example, the Court 

reasoned that a write-down of an appropriation amount is a 

valid use of the partial veto authority because the reduced 

appropriation amount is “part” of the amount originally 

appropriated in the bill.  194 Wis. 2d at 510 (“[T]he governor 

has the power to approve part of an appropriation bill by 

reducing the amount of money appropriated so long as the 

number is part of the original appropriation.  This power 

stems from the right to reduce appropriations recognized in 

Wisconsin Senate and extends only to monetary figures and is 

not applicable in the context of any other aspect of an 

appropriation.”) (emphasis added).  The amount written in by 

the governor ($250,000) was “part” of the amount adopted by 

the legislature ($350,000).  Here, however, the partial vetoes 

purport to create brand-new dates, far beyond the dates 

approved by the legislature. 

In short, the fundamental nature of dollars and dates is 

distinct.  With money, each individual dollar is “part” of the 

whole, such that what remains when some of those dollars 

are removed is “part” of the original figure.  Dates do not work 
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that way.  Dates are points in time, signifying a single 24-

hour day.  When a digit is removed from a particular date, a 

new date is created, but that date is not “part” of the original 

date.  Instead, the new date is an entirely different point in 

time.13       

Here, the governor’s new dates are 60 years into the 

future in one instance, and 1,000 years in another.  Those 

new, later dates are in no way “part” of the dates (or 

timeframes) approved by the legislature.   

Under Wisconsin Constitution article V, section 10(1)(b), 

“[a]ppropriation bills may be approved in whole or in part by 

the governor, and the part approved shall become law.”  Thus, 

when the governor makes a partial veto, it is only the 

remaining “part” of the original appropriation bill that 

“become[s] law.”  The challenged vetoes, however, leave no 

“part approved” to “become law.”  July 1, 2078 is not “part” of 

July 1, 2018.  Similarly, December 3018 is in no imaginable 

way “part” of December 31, 2018.      

                                    
13 As points in time, dates are more like places than dollars.  Neither a date nor 
a place can be reduced like a monetary sum.  See Risser, 207 Wis. 2d at 186 
(governor may not reduce Eau Claire county to Eau Claire city).    
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An analogy illustrates the point.  Consider the budget 

bill as a collection of building blocks.  The blocks comprise 

the individual parts of the bill and all the blocks together 

make up the complete budget bill.  When the governor uses 

his partial veto to reduce an appropriation from $350,000 to 

$250,000, for example, he removes some of the blocks, 

leaving “part” of the original budget bill intact.  If the governor 

were to expand the appropriation from $350,000 to $450,000, 

however, he would need to add building blocks.  But that he 

cannot do, as $450,000 is not “part” of $350,000.  The same 

is true with these vetoes.  The governor cannot add decades 

and centuries to what the legislature has already created.14  

The future dates generated by the vetoes are simply not “part” 

of the original dates or timeframes.  As such, they are 

unconstitutional.      

2. These vetoes run afoul of the 1990 
Amendment. 

The 1990 amendment to the state constitution prohibits 

the governor from “creat[ing] a new word by rejecting 

                                    
14 Nor should the governor be permitted to use a partial veto to effectively veto a 
law he signed several years earlier.  See supra Statement of the Case, § E(2).   
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individual letters in the words of the enrolled bill . . . .”  Wis. 

Const. art. V, § 10(1)(c).  Here, the governor created new 

words.  The words “December 3018” and “July 1, 2078” are 

nowhere found in the enrolled bill.  And, had the legislature 

represented the words “December 31, 2018” or “July 1, 2018” 

entirely in letters (i.e., December Thirty-First, Two Thousand 

Eighteen or July First, Two Thousand Eighteen) rather than 

in letters and numbers, the governor could not have used a 

veto to achieve his desired end.  It is only because the 

legislature has adopted a policy of representing dates in 

numerals, and followed that policy here, that the governor 

could even attempt these vetoes, under purported cover of the 

“digit veto”.  See Wis. Legis. Reference Bureau, Wisconsin Bill 

Drafting Manual 2019–20 § 2.10(3) (2018).   

Counsel for the governor recognized this precise 

dilemma during oral argument in Citizens Utility Board.  He 

explained: 

For example, if the legislature passes a bill 
that says “something shall happen in 15 days” 
and the governor can cross that out and write 
in the number “10,” we have created a 
problem because if the legislature had 
written out in script “fifteen” under the 
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new constitutional amendment he could 
not cross out the letters to get to “ten.”  

Risser, 207 Wis. 2d at 188 (citing Citizens Utility Board oral 

argument transcript) (emphasis added).   

In other words, the governor’s own attorney 

acknowledged that the governor’s authority should be no 

different just because the legislature happens to use digits 

instead of letters.15  The Court should make clear, in this 

case, that the same logic applies to dates.  Whether the date 

is expressed in digits or letters, the governor’s authority 

should remain the same.  Again, what matters is substance, 

not form.      

At this point, the governor may try to distance himself 

from the statements of counsel in Citizens Utility Board and 

take the view that the 1990 constitutional amendment is no 

bar to these vetoes because, technically, he did not strike any 

“letters” in creating the new words “December 3018” and 

“July 1, 2078.”   

                                    
15 This Court has already said much the same about appropriations.  Risser, 
207 Wis. 2d at 203 n.19 (“It is of no import whether the appropriation amount is 
expressed in numerals or numeric words.”) 
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The Court should reject any such over-simplification of 

the 1990 amendment.  While this Court does look to “plain 

meaning” and “historical analysis” in interpreting state 

constitutional provisions, it also recognizes that “when the 

. . . rules of constitutional interpretation do not provide an 

answer, the meaning of a constitutional provision may be 

determined by looking at the objectives of the framers in 

adopting the provision.”  State v. Beno, 116 Wis. 2d 122, 138, 

341 N.W.2d 668 (1984).  Moreover, “[t]he purpose in 

construing a constitutional amendment is to give effect to the 

intent of the framers and to the persons who adopted the 

amendment.”  Craney, 199 Wis. 2d at 690 (1996).  “[T]he 

intent [of a constitutional amendment] is to be ascertained, 

not alone by considering the words of any part of the 

instrument, but by ascertaining the general purpose of the 

whole, in view of the evil which existed calling forth the 

framing and adopting of such instrument . . . .”  Id. at 691 

(citing Ekern, 187 Wis. at 184).16     

                                    
16 A hyperliteral interpretation would do grave injustice to the very purpose of 
the 1990 amendment and should be rejected.  Estate of Miller v. Storey, 2017 WI 
99, ¶ 58, 378 Wis. 2d 358, 903 N.W.2d 759 (“A cardinal rule in interpreting 
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So it is here.  In analyzing the constitutional validity of 

the challenged vetoes, this Court should consider the problem 

that the 1990 amendment was designed to address.  That 

problem was that the governor was slicing and splicing the 

budget bill in ways that were fundamentally inconsistent with 

the democratic process.  See, e.g., Craig Gilbert, Voters End 

Governor’s Letter Veto, Milwaukee J., Apr. 4, 1990 (quoting 

State Assembly Speaker Tom Loftus – “I think it was just a 

reaffirmation of what people think is the American system of 

lawmaking.  Governors should not have the power to make 

law.”).  While the 1990 amendment did not strip the governor 

of all partial veto powers, it did do away with his ability to 

manufacture new words by slashing components of the 

budget bill and gluing together the remaining pieces.17       

                                    
statutes is to favor a construction that will fulfill the purpose of the statute over 
a construction that defeats the manifest object of the act.”) (citation omitted); see 
also Antonin Scalia & Bryan A. Garner, Reading Law: The Interpretation of Legal 
Texts 63–65 (2012) (the presumption against ineffectiveness dictates that “[a] 
textually permissible interpretation that furthers rather than obstructs the 
document’s purpose should be favored.”); see also id. at 356 (“Adhering to the 
fair meaning of the text (the textualist’s touchstone) does not limit one to the 
hyperliteral meaning of each word in the text.  In the words of Learned Hand: ‘a 
sterile literalism . . . loses sight of the forest for the trees.”); see also id. at 357 
(“[t]o read the phrase hyperliterally is to destroy its sense.”). 

17 The 2008 Amendment had a similar aim, addressing the combination of 
sentences rather than the combination of letters within a sentence.   
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One pertinent example of the type of partial veto that 

the 1990 amendment was designed to eliminate is item E-28 

in the 1987–89 budget bill.  See Wis. Legis. Reference Bureau, 

Executive Partial Veto of 1987 Senate Bill 100, Wisconsin 

Briefs 87-6 (Aug. 1987).  This veto was challenged in 

Wisconsin Senate.  144 Wis. 2d at 433 n.2.  The original 

budget bill provision at issue in item E-28 allowed a court to 

place a child in a secure detention facility or juvenile portion 

of a county jail for not more than 48 hours.  Wisconsin Briefs 

87-6 at 192.  By striking all but a few letters in several lines 

of text so as to create new words, the governor extended the 

time a child could be locked up to “ten days”:  

    1.  If no other sanction is appropriate, 
placement of the child in a secure detention 
facility or juvenile portion of a county jail that 
meets the standards promulgated by the 
department by rule, for not more than 48 
hours.  If the child is enrolled in a school that 
is in session during any day of the placement, 
the court shall order either that the child be 
released to attend school or that the child 
receive educational services consistent with 
his or her current course of study during the 
period of placement. 

Id. 

The governor’s veto enlarged the legislatively-selected 

timeframe.  But, with the 1990 amendment, the voters of this 
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state rejected that gubernatorial grammatical gamesmanship.  

The vetoes at issue here have the same fundamental 

character as the item E-28 veto—they involve the governor 

slicing and splicing the budget bill to create a mutated 

version of the original.  That is what the 1990 amendment 

(and frankly the 2008 amendment) set out to prohibit.18  This 

Court should keep that intent front and center when 

assessing this case.           

B. As a Remedy, the Court Should Treat the 
Challenged Sections as Enacted Without the 
Vetoes.   

If this Court concludes that the challenged vetoes are 

unconstitutional, the appropriate remedy is to have the 

corresponding sections of 2017 Wisconsin Act 59 published 

as if they had not been vetoed.  See State ex rel. Sundby v. 

Adamany, 71 Wis. 2d 118, 125, 237 N.W.2d 910 (1976) (if 

partial veto invalid, “the secretary of state has a mandatory 

duty to publish those sections of the enactment as if they had 

                                    
18 What both amendments left intact was the ability of the governor to reduce 
appropriations by striking digits within those appropriations.       
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not been vetoed”); State ex rel. Finnegan v. Dammann, 220 

Wis. 143, 149, 264 N.W. 622 (1936) (same).      

CONCLUSION  

For all the foregoing reasons, petitioners ask this Court 

to declare that the partial vetoes in Section 1641m and 

Section 2265 of 2017 Wisconsin Act 59 are constitutionally 

invalid and must be republished as if they had not been 

vetoed.    

Dated:  February 21, 2020.  
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